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Mindset, motivation and meditation tools for mental well being and professional excellence
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Helping your employees with mindset, meditation, and 
productivity training which has been proven to:

Reduce Stress

Enhance Performance

Improve Teamwork

Be Inspired  

Reduce stress, improve sleep and improve mood. Mindset management tools have also been 
proven to make people more resilient and calmer.   

Improve focus whilst also giving people greater access to flow sates of heightened efficiency 
and creativity.

Make people more collaborative, less defensive when questioned and generally more open to 
other opinions and characters.

Help people change their perspective about work so that they can see challenges as an 
opportunity to develop their own greatness. 
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Helping Your Company

Overcoming 
times of difficulty

Be Strong

With a dedicated 
and inspired team

Deliver Quality

Being collaborative & 
communicating well

Come Together

Good returns for 
all stakeholders

Be Profitable

Less absenteeism 
& presenteeism

Be Healthy
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Our Mission

The best companies work like a gymnasium for character

“Helping companies become incredible places to work 
by inspiring your people to love being their very best.”
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Packed full of over 280 offerings to help people bring their very 
best to life.

Award Winning  App

Health &
Wellbeing

Awards
2019

WINNER

As featured in
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FreeMind Includes Specific Training On

Professionalism Leadership Customer Service Success Psychology
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What You Will Get

Full access to FreeMind For all employees

Employee support  & engagement reporting

Option of creating bespoke recordings

On-site / online launch events & training
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Full Management 
Overview & Analysis

Monitoring & Diagnostics

By seeing exactly what your team are using on the 
FreeMind App, we can help you understand your 
employee needs and can respond accordingly.

We can warn you of increases in stress levels and we 
can support and guide people towards the right 
solutions in FreeMind.
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I have been using the other 
meditation apps for years but 

FreeMind hands down is the best 
I have ever used. It is literally 

mind blowing!

FreeMind has totally changed my 
life. I feel so much more 

confident, positive and inspired.

The way FreeMind combines 
meditation, motivation and 
music is incredible. I have 

learnt so much and am now so 
much more productive and 

driven.

I always struggled with stress 
and feelings of overwhelm at 
work but now I know how to 

manage my mindset and it feels 
so good to be back in control.

I was skeptical when we were 
first given this at work, but I love 

how the FreeMind training 
focuses on how it will benefit 
me at home as well as work.

It is incredible to have been 
given such a huge library of 

support and training for every 
area of life. Yes, I am enjoying 

work more, but I am also 
sleeping better than I have in 

years.

What People Are Saying About FreeMind
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Trusted By These Influential Brands

“After giving FreeMind to all of our team we saw a huge improvement in morale which translated to a measurable improvement in our overall performance with a 
signifcant improvement of our customer service delivery”

Andrew Thornton
Managing Director, Budgens Supermarkets
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Info@freemindhub.com

0800 061 2449

To Build A Strong & Healthy Company
Get In Touch With Us Today
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http://freemindhub.com
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